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Abstract 
Jacobson, MS., J. Lehel and L.M. Lesniak, @threshold and $-tolerance chain graphs, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 44 (1993) 191-203. 
In this paper we introduce a class of graphs called $-threshold graphs which generalize threshold 
graphs. These graphs are studied for various functions I+? that include “max” and “min” as special cases. 
The graphs are then shown to fit into the more general setting of @tolerance intersection graphs 
previously introduced by Jacobson, McMorris, and Mulder. Finally, @-tolerance chain graphs are 
studied for the same functions @ mentioned above. 
1. Introduction 
A graph G is a threshold graph if we can associate a positive threshold c with G 
and assign a positive weight W, to each vertex o of G so that 
uu E E(G) if and only if CI W, + w,. 
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In this paper we generalize threshold graphs in a manner similar to that employed 
in [3,4] by varying the “function” used to assign an edge between two vertices. Let 
@ be a symmetric function from fR+ x fR+ to lR+. A graph G is called a @-threshold 
graph if we can associate a positive threshold c with G and assign a positive weight 
w, to each vertex o of G so that 
UD E,?(G) if and only if CT@(W~, w,). 
Then, in our approach, threshold graphs are precisely sum-threshold graphs. In Sec- 
tion 2 we will characterize &threshold graphs for @ = ao + b8, where a(x, v) =x+y 
and &x,y)= Ix-y/. 
In [3], @-tolerance intersection graphs were introduced as a unifying approach to 
a number of important classes of graphs. In Section 3 we will see that our @- 
threshold graphs can also be viewed as @-tolerance intersection graphs and we will 
continue the investigation of @threshold graphs for 4 = aa + ba from this point of 
view. 
See [2] for an excellent source of definitions and results. 
2. @-threshold graphs 
We begin this section with relevant definitions and results that are needed here 
and in the next section. A split graph G is a graph whose vertex set can be partitioned 
into an independent set and a clique. It can be shown that every split graph is chor- 
dal, i.e., contains no induced C, for nr4. An interval graph is the intersection 
graph of a family of intervals on the real line. A proper interval graph is an interval 
graph constructed from a family of intervals on a line such that no interval properly 
contains another. Interval graphs, too, are chordal. Two characterizations of proper 
interval graphs will prove useful. The following conditions are equivalent for a 
graph G (see [5]): 
(i) G is a proper interval graph; 
(ii) there is a real-valued function f: V(G) --f IR such that for all distinct vertices 
u, u E V(G), 
uu EE(G) if and only if I> If(u) -f(u)j; 
(iii) the vertices of G can be labeled ui, v2, . . . , u, such that if oiujeE(G), i< j, 
then ukoteE(G) for zlk<tlJ. 
As noted in Section 1, sum-threshold graphs, i.e., c-threshold graphs, coincide 
with threshold graphs and the same is true for aa-threshold graphs for any a>O. 
It is natural to also consider the class of d-threshold graphs. In this case we have 
that b-threshold graphs and, in fact, b&threshold graphs (b>O) are precisely the 
proper interval graphs by one of the earlier stated characterizations. In the re- 
mainder of this section, we consider @-threshold graphs for “appropriate” linear 
combinations of o and 6, that is, those that insure @(x, y) E ff?+ for all (x, y) E IF?+ x 
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lR+. This is motivated by the fact that max(x, y) = +a(~, y) + +6(x, y) and min(x, y) = 
30(x, y) - +3(x, y), and that max and min are natural functions to consider. In such 
special cases where a= b>O or a = -b>O we have the following straightforward 
results. 
Let @=aa+ba. 
(i) If a = b >0 then G is a @threshold graph if and only if G is an empty split 
graph, and 
(ii) if a = -b > 0 then G is a q&threshold graph if and only if G is a complete split 
graph. 
The following lemma will be useful in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Lemma 2.1. Let -a < b < a and let C$ = ao + b6. If G is a @threshold graph having 
representation by weights w, for every v E V(G) with threshold c, and if x> 0, then 
G is also a @-threshold graph with representation by weights w, +x/2a for every 
v E V(G) and threshold c+x. 
Proof. We first note that since x>O and a>O, it follows that c+x>O and 
w, +x/2a> 0 for every v E V(G). Let U, v E V(G) and assume W,I w,. Then 
uu E E(G) if and only if 
c?@(w,,w,) = (a-b)w,+(a+b)w,,. 
Thus, uv E E(G) if and only if 
c+xz(a-b)w,+(a+b)w,+x 
= (a - b)(w, +x/2a) + (a + b)( w, +x/2a) 
=q5(wU+x/2a, w,+x/2a). 0 
In Theorem 2.2 we will see that for -a< b<a, the @threshold graphs, 0 = 
aa + bS, are precisely the a-threshold graphs. In order to verify this we use the fact 
that a graph G is a a-threshold graph if and only if every induced subgraph of G 
contains an isolated vertex or a central vertex which is a vertex adjacent to every 
other vertex (see [l]). 
Theorem 2.2. Let -a < b < a and 0 = aa + ba. Then G is a @-threshold graph if and 
only if G is a a-threshold graph. 
Proof. We observe that if XI y, then 4(x, y) = (a - b)x+ (a + b) y. Since a - b > 0 
and a + b > 0 it follows that @ is increasing in both variables. We say that @ is an 
increasing function. 
Assume first that G is a @-threshold graph with representation by weights w, for 
v E V(G) and threshold c. It suffices to show that G contains an isolated or central 
vertex, and thus G is a threshold graph. Let U, v be the vertices of G with the 
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smallest and largest weights, respectively. If @(w,, w,)>c then c$(w,, w,)>c for all 
s# u since @ is increasing. Thus, u is isolated. If, however, @(w,, wy)lc, then 
@(w,, w,) I c for all .s# u and so u is a central vertex. 
To verify the converse we apply induction on 1 I/(G)/, with the result obvious for 
1 V(G)) = 1. Assume that every a-threshold graph of order n - 12 1 is a @-threshold 
graph and let G be a o-threshold graph of order n. Then G contains a vertex u that 
is either isolated or central. By the inductive hypothesis G - u is a @-threshold graph 
with representation by weights W, for u E V(G - u) and threshold c. If u is isolated 
in G, choose a weight W, so that @(w,, w,) > c for every u E V(G - u). This is possi- 
ble since @ is increasing. Thus we may assume u is a central vertex of G. 
Let o be the maximum weight associated with the vertices of G- u and select 
4a(a+b)o 
X> 30. 
a-b 
By Lemma 2.1, G- u is a @-threshold graph with representation by weights 
w, +x/2a for u E V(G - u) and threshold c + x. Assigning u the weight w, = x/4a we 
show that G is a @threshold graph. Since x/4a< w, +x/2a for all u E V(G - u), it 
suffices to show that 
c+xr#(xMa,w+x/2a). 
Suppose, to the contrary, that 
c+x<@(x/4a,w+x/2a). 
Then 
x<c+x<fp(x/4a,o+x/2a) 
Therefore, 
<(a+ b)co, 
and so 
4a(a + b)w 
x< 
a-b ’ 
contradicting our choice of x. Cl 
Theorem 2.2 says that for b “small” with respect o a, (aa+ b6)-threshold graphs 
coincide with a-threshold graphs. For the remaining values of a and b for which 
@ = aa + ba remains positive, i.e., b > a? 0, we have a similar result which states that 
(aa + ba)-threshold graphs are simply d-threshold graphs. 
Theorem 2.3. Let b>azO and @ = aa+ b8. Then G is a &threshold graph if and 
only if G is a J-threshold graph, i.e., if and only if G is a proper interval graph. 
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Proof. We observe that if xly, then 4(x, y) = (a- b)x+ (a+ b)y, where a- b<O 
and a+b>O. 
Assume first that G is a @-threshold graph with representation by weights w, for 
u E V(G) and threshold c. Without loss of generality, assume that the vertices of G 
have been labeled ur, u2, . . . , v, with corresponding weights wi, w2, . . . , w, so that if 
i<j then wj<wj. We show that if uiujEE(G), Then vkvt~E(G) for iskctsj. 
However, if oivj~ E(G) then 
=(a-b)Wi+(a+b)Wj 
2(a-_b)Wk+(a+~)Wj since Q-b<0 
?(a--_)wk+(a+b)w, since a+b>O 
Thus, vkvt E E(G). By the previous equivalence, it follows that G is a proper inter- 
val graph. 
For the converse we show that if G is a proper interval graph of order n with 
vertex set V(G)={v1,u2,..., v,} such that if viuj~ E(G), i<j, then ukutE E(G) for 
is k-c t <j, then G is a @threshold graph with representation by a threshold c and 
by distinct weights wi corresponding to vi such that if i< j then wi< Wj. Since every 
proper interval graph is an induced subgraph of a connected proper interval graph 
we may assume that G is connected. 
Assume the result has been established for all connected proper interval graphs 
with fewer than n vertices. Let G be a connected proper interval graph with n ver- 
tices ulrv2,..., u, such that if vivjEE(G), i<j, then VkvtEE(G) for iskctrj. If G 
is complete the result clearly holds. Thus we may assume that there exists kz 2 such 
that uku, E E(G) but ok_ 1 v, ct E(G). Since G is connected, u,+ 1 uk E E(G). Let m be 
the smallest integer (greater than k) such that uk_ 1 u, @E(G). Then for i= m, 
m+ l,..., n we have that t&&E E(G) but uk_ ivie E(G). Consider G’= G - 
1 v,, v, + ,, . . . , v,} . Then G’ is connected and by the inductive hypothesis G’ is a @- 
threshold graph with representation by a threshold c and by distinct weights wi cor- 
responding to vi such that if i<j then Wi< Wj. NOW, since w,+ 1 < wk and a - b < 0 
and a+b>O, we have 
C-(a-b)W,_, 
< 
C-(a-b)Wk 
a+b a+b ’ 
Pick w,<w,+,<..+<w, so that 
C-(a-b)Wk-1 
<Wrn and w,,< 
C-(a-b)Wk 
a+b a+b ’ 
We show that w, > w,_, and that G is a @threshold graph with respect to these 
weights and threshold c. 
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By the choice of m, G contains the edge uk_rv,_, . Thus 
=@(Wk-bwm-1) 
=(a-b)Wk_1+(a+b)w,,_l, 
and so 
c-@-b)&_, 
a+b 
2W,_l. 
Since w, > (c - (a - b) Wk_ l)/(a + b) we have W, > w,_ 1. It remains to observe that 
c< @(wk- i, Wrn) and c> $(wk, W,). 0 
3. @-tolerance chain graphs 
In [3], @-tolerance intersection graphs were introduced as follows. Let X be a set 
and let p be a function that assigns to each subset S of X a positive real number 
p(S). Let V be a finite set and let S, be a subset of X for each o E V. A tolerance 
function assigns to each S, a positive number t,. Finally, let @ be a symmetric func- 
tion that assigns a positive real number to each ordered pair of positive reals. The 
tolerance intersection graph (with respect to (S,}, t, ,u, 0) is the graph G with 
vertex set I/ where 
uu EE(G) if and only if p(S, fl S,) L @(t,, 1,). 
If each S, belongs to a particular family P (e.g., is an interval of the real line), we 
specify ,u separately and refer to &tolerance P graphs. 
Suppose G is a #-threshold graph with representation by threshold c and weights 
w, for u E V(G). For each o E I’(G), let S, be the interval [O, c] and let t, = w,. By 
definition of a @-threshold graph, 
uu E E(G) if and only if CL@(WU, w,). 
In other words, 
uu E,?(G) if and only if ,u(S, n S,) 2 @(t,, t,), 
where ,u(S, n S,) denotes the length of the interval S, fl S, = [O, c]. Thus, Q-thresh- 
old graphs are, in fact, #-tolerance singleton interval graphs. 
In [3] results were obtained for various functions @J for @-tolerance chain graphs. 
In this case, each S, is a real interval of the form [0, r,] and so {S,} can be linearly 
ordered by inclusion to form a chain. In order to give direct consequences of these 
results on @-tolerance chain graphs in Theorem A, we include the definition of coTT 
graphs (see [4]). A graph G is a threshold tolerance graph if with each vertex v of 
G we can associate a weight t, and a tolerance ru so that 
WEE(G) if and only if tU+t,>min{ru,r,}. 
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Thus G is the complement of a threshold tolerance graph, that is, G is a coTTgraph, 
when 
UUEE(G) if and only if tU+tu~min{rU,r,}. 
Hence the coTT graphs are precisely the a-tolerance chain graphs. 
Theorem A follows directly from results in [3]. 
Theorem A. Let 4 = au + bS. 
(i) If a = -b> 0 then G is a @tolerance chain graph if and only if G is a 
threshold graph. 
(ii) If a = b>O then G is a @tolerance chain graph if and only if G is an interval 
graph. 
(iii) If a > 0 and b = 0 then G is a @-tolerance chain graph if and only if G is a 
co TT graph. 
In light of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, it is interesting to ask for characterizations of 
@-tolerance chain graphs for 0 = ao + bc3 when (i) -a< b< a and (ii) b> a? 0. A 
special case of (ii) would be a characterization of a-tolerance chain graphs. We make 
the following conjectures. 
Conjecture 3.1. A graph G is a @-tolerance chain graph, 4 = ao + ba and -a< b < a, 
if and only if G is a u-tolerance chain graph, i.e., if and only if G is a coTT graph. 
Conjecture 3.2. A graph G is a @tolerance chain graph, @ = au + ba and b > a 2 0, 
if and only if G is a &tolerance chain graph. 
In the remainder of this section we will present partial results on such @-tolerance 
chain graphs, which lend support to these conjectures. We begin with the case 
-a<b<a. 
Theorem 3.3. Let -a< b<a and @ =a(~+ b& Then every coTT graph is a c++ 
tolerance chain graph. 
Proof. Let G be a coTT graph with vertex set V(G) = { ur, u2, . . . , II,}. Then there 
are positive integers ai and bi for i = 1,2, . . . , n such that UiVjEE(G) if and only if 
ai< bj and ajl bi (see [4]). We interpret Zj= {ai, bi} as an oriented interval with end- 
points ai and bi; Zi is positive if ais bi and negative otherwise. Then UiUjEE(G) if 
and only if either (i) Zi, 4 are positive intervals with li tl$#0 or (ii) one of Ii, Zj is 
negative, say Ii, and 4 is positive with Zi c rj. It is clear that we may assume that 
the 2n endpoints are distinct. 
Set a=a+b, /?=a-b and L=/3/a. Then a, p>O and O<A<l. Furthermore, if 
SI t then @(s, t)=/3s+ at. We shall describe an algorithm which assigns positive 
numbers ri and ti to each interval Zi SO that the ti are distinct and for 15 i, j I n we 
have 
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(a) if ai<aj then t;< tj; 
(b) if ai<bi then t;<ri/a- t;; 
(c) if ai>bi then ri/o- ti<~ti; 
(d) if Zi is a positive interval and Ij is an arbitrary interval with ai<aj then 
tjIri/a-Atj if and only if aj<bi; 
and 
(e) if Zi is a positive interval and 4 is a negative interval with ai<aj then 
ai<bj and aj<bi if and only if AtiIrj/a- tj and tjrri/a-~ti. 
Once (a)-(e) are established, a &tolerance chain representation for G is attained. 
We show that if N is the @-tolerance chain graph associated with the chain {[O, ri]: 
1 I is n> and corresponding tolerances { ti: 15 is n} described above, then Hz G. 
Let {w,,w,,..., w,} be the vertex set of H and let Wir WjE V(H). We show that 
Wi Wj EE(H) if and only if UiUj EE(G). Without IOSS of generality, assume ti< tj, SO 
that by (a) we have ai < aj. Then Wi Wj E E(H) if and only if 
min{ri, rj} L ~(ti, tj). 
Note, this implies that both ri and rj’@(tiv tj). This follows if and only if 
dtirrj/a-tj and tjIri/a-Ati. 
Assume Zi and Ij are positive intervals. Then UiUjEE(G) if and only if aj< bi. 
However, by (d), aj<bi if and only if tjSri/a-Ati. Since ai<bi we have that 
ti<ri/‘a-ti by (b). Thus, wiWjEE(H) if and only if UiUjEE(G) when Ziy Zj are 
positive intervals. 
Assume next that Zi is a positive interval and Zj is a negative interval. Then 
uiuj~E(G) if and only if both aj<bi and ai<bj. Thus, by (e), UiUjEE(G) if and 
only if Wi Wj E E(H). 
Finally assume that Zi is a negative interval. Then UiUj$E(G)* Since Zi is negative, 
ai> bi. Thus, by (a) and (c) we have 
ri/CY. - /I ti < ti < tj 9 
and so wi wjeE(H). Hence we have a @-tolerance chain representation for G. 
We next describe the algorithm that produces ri and ti for each i having proper- 
ties (a)-(e). Our algorithm scans the 2n endpoints of the intervals associated with 
G from left to right. Depending on whether the current endpoint is an ai or a bi we 
perform one of the following operations. 
Case 1: X=ai for some fixed i, lliln. Let ti = ai/‘A, and for every endpoint 
y>x replace y by y’=y+ (1 -A)ti. Observe that for bj>ai we have 
and 
b,!=bj+(l-I)ti=ti+(bj-At,)= ti+(bj-ai)>ti 
b,!> bj>ai. 
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Since after this modification the oriented intervals still give a representation for G, 
we may assume that 
Case 2: x=bi for some fixed i, 1 liln and ai<bi. Set ri=a(bi+ti). (Note that 
ti= ai/A was defined in Case 1.) For every endpoint Y>X replace _Y by _Y’=_Y+ 
(1 - A)ti. Observe that for aj> bi = r/a - ti we have 
a;=aj+(l-~)ti>ri/(X-fi+(l-~)ti=ri/a-~ti 
and 
a;>aj> bi. 
Since after this modification the oriented intervals still give a representation for G, 
we may assume that 
aj>ri/a-Ati for aj>bi>ai. (2) 
Case 3: x= bi for some fixed i, 1 lion and ai> bi. Nothing is done until ai is 
reached and Case 1 is applied to set ti=ai/A. Then we set ri= a(bi+ ti). 
When the scanning process terminates we have that ai = Ati and bi = ri/a - ti for 
every 1 I is n. In particular, properties (a) and (c) clearly hold. Furthermore, using 
(1) we obtain property (b). 
To verify property (d), let Zi be a positive interval and let 4 be an arbitrary inter- 
val with ai<aj. If bi>aj, then (1) implies that 
tj<bi=ri/a-ti<ri/a-~ti. 
On the other hand, if bi < aj, then by (2) we have 
tj>Atj= Uj>I;/(Y-Ati. 
Thus tj’ri/a - ~ti if and only if aj< bi. 
Finally, to verify property (e) let Zi be a positive interval and let 4 be a negative 
interval with ai<aj. By the algorithm, ai< bj if and only if Ati<rj/a- tj. From 
property (d), tjIri/a-Ati if and only if aj<bi. Thus, 
ai< bj and aj< bi if and only if ~tiIrj/a- tl 
and tjIri/a-Ati. 0 
No characterization is known for J-tolerance chain graphs. However, every 
known result for a-tolerance chain graphs has also been established for @-tolerance 
chain graphs for 0 = aa+ b6 with b>azO. For example, C,, (n I 3) and C,, 
(3 in I 6) are d-tolerance chain graphs and are also q&tolerance chain graphs for 
0 = aa+ bS and b>arO. However, for n 27, c is neither a a-tolerance chain 
graph nor a @-tolerance chain graph for @ = ao + b6 and b > a? 0. We note that, in 
particular, the class of @-tolerance chain graphs for @J = aa+ ba and b>a>O con- 
tains both chordal and nonchordal graphs. Our next two results show that interval 
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graphs and trees are such @-tolerance chain graphs. We use an algorithm similar to 
that in Theorem 3.3 to establish the result for interval graphs. 
Theorem 3.4. Let b> a2 0 and @ = ao + ba. Then every interval graph is a @ 
tolerance chain graph. 
Proof. Let G be an interval graph with vertex set (ut, u2, .. . , o,} and let { [ai, bi]: 
15 isn} be the corresponding interval representation of G. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that the 2n endpoints of the intervals are distinct. 
Set cr=a+b, P=b-a, and A=P/a. Then a,p>O and O<,I<l. Furthermore, if 
SI t then @(s, t) =at -/XT. We shall describe an algorithm which assigns positive 
numbers rj and ti to each interval [a;, b;] such that the ti are distinct and such that 
for each 1 I i, j I n we have 
(A) tj> ti if and only if bj> b;; 
(B) rJar tj-It;; and 
(C) At;rtj-rj/a if and only if aj<bi. 
We show first that H, which is the @-tolerance chain graph associated with the 
chain { [0, r;]: 1 I is n} and the corresponding tolerances { ti: 1 I is n} described 
above, is isomorphic to G. Let { wr, w2, .. . . w,} be the vertex set of H and let 
wi, Wj E V(H). Without 10~s of generality, assume tj> ti, SO that by (A) we have 
bj> bi. 
Then wi Wj EE(H) if and only if 
r;,rjZ@(t;, tj) = atj-/3t;. 
NOW, by (B) we have that r;/a> tj-At; and SO 
ri 2 Crtj - /It; . 
Thus w~W~EE(H) if and only if rjZU.tj-pt;, that is, if and only if Ati? tj-rj/a. By 
(C) we have that W;Wj E E(H) if and only if aj< b,. Since bj> bi we have that 
wiWj E E(H) if and only if O;Vj E E(G). Thus we attain a @-tolerance chain represen- 
tation for G. 
We next describe the algorithm that produces the @-tolerance chain representation 
with properties (A)-(C). Our algorithm scans the 2n endpoints of the intervals from 
right to left. Depending on whether the current endpoint x is a right or left endpoint 
we perform one of the following operations. 
Case 1: x = bi for some fixed i, 1 I i 5 n. Let ti = bi and for every endpoint y < x 
replace y by Y’ =Y - (1 - A)ti. Observe that for aj < bi we have 
and 
aj’=a;-(l-A)ti=Ati-(b;-aj)<Ati 
a,!<aj<bi. 
Since after this modification the intervals still give a representation for G, we may 
assume that 
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aj<Ati for aj<bi. (3) 
Case 2: x = ai for some fixed i, 1 I ic: n. Let T be the current rightmost endpoint. 
Define ri by 
ri/a = max{T-Ati,ti-ai}>O. (4) 
If ai> ti - ri/a, let d = ai - (ti - ri/a) and if ai = ti - ri/a, let d =O. For every end- 
point ysx replace y by y’=y - d. Observe that a;= ai - A = ti- r/a. Since after 
this modification the intervals still give a representation for G, we may assume that 
ai = ti- ri/a. (5) 
When the scanning terminates we clearly have distinct tolerances and property 
(A). Property (B) follows directly from (4) and property (C) follows from (3) and 
(5). 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let b> a? 0 and let 4 = ao + b& Then every tree is a @tolerance 
chain graph. 
Proof. Observe that if sst then @(s,t)=(a-b)s+(a+b)t, where a-b<0 and 
a+b>O. 
We proceed by induction on the order of the tree. We show, in fact, that every 
tree T has a @-tolerance chain representation by intervals {[O, ru]: u E V(T)} with 
distinct tolerances {t u: u E V(T)} and a special distinct value t which will be con- 
sidered a tolerance such that for each u E V(T) we have that r, = @(t,, s) for some 
tolerance s> t, (where s may be t). 
Certainly this is true for order n = 1. Assume the result holds for all trees of order 
less than n and let T be a tree of order n. Let x be an endvertex of T and let y be 
the neighbor of x in T. By the inductive hypotheses, T-x has an appropriate @- 
tolerance chain representation. Let {[O, ru]: u E V(T- x)}, {t,: u E V(T- x)}, and t 
be such a representation. 
Let y = t,, where t, is the largest tolerance of T-x (including t) less than t?/. If 
t,, is the smallest tolerance, set y = 0. Finally, let E = + min 1 tl - t2 1, where t, , t2 vary 
over all tolerances of T-x, and let 
r^= max 
L 
(a+@$+@-a)y a+b 
2b 
,ty-- 
b-a’ ’ 1 
Then 
Y(=t,)<t^<t,. 
Now, define t,= ?+ A, where d > 0, so that tx< t,,. Note that tx is distinct from all 
other tolerances. Set r,= (a- b)t,+ (a+ b)t,=@(t,, t,,). It remains to show that 
[0, r,] and tx, together with the @-tolerance chain representation for T-x, gives a 
@tolerance chain representation for T of the required format. By the choice of r, 
and tx we need only show 
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and 
We begin by showing rx<r,,. Then 
tion, there is a tolerance s> t,, such 
Now, by the choice of tx we have 
a+b 
tx>ty-- 
b-a” 
which implies that 
(6) 
for u+y. (7) 
(6) will follow since r, = @(t,, t,,). By assump- 
that r,,=@(t,,,s), i.e., r,=(a-b)t,+(a+b)s. 
(a-b)t,,+(a+b)(t,+c)>(a-b)t,+(a+b)t,, 
and thus 
@($, tJJ+ s) > @(L $2). 
However, by the choice of E we conclude that s> tu + E and so 
@&Us) > @(L &)9 
implying ry > r,. 
To prove (7) we will show that rx< @(t,, tu), by showing that @(t,, t,,)< @(t,, t,) 
for u fy. If tu> tv the inequality certainly holds. Thus we may assume that t,< tx. 
This implies that t, exists for some u E V(T-X) such that 
t,st, = y<t,<t,. 
Now, 
t ,@+b)t,+(b-all, 
x 
2b . 
This, however, implies that 
(a-b)t,+(a+b)t,>(a-b)t,+(a+b)t,, 
which gives 
O(L LJ > @(L tJJ. 
Since t,< t, we have 
O(L t,) > @J(L tJJ. 
We close by asking the question whether the class of @-tolerance chain graphs 
with I$ = aa + bd and -a < b < a is distinct from the class of @tolerance chain graphs 
with 4 = ao+ bd and b>arO. It can be shown that the 3-sun of Fig. 1 is a @- 
tolerance chain graph for b> a? 0 but is not a @-tolerance chain graph for 
-a< b < a. It is an open problem to find a graph that is a @-tolerance chain graph 
for -a<b<a but not for b>azO. 
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